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CHAPTER 1 The Parts of Speech (pages 2–29)

Writing Sentences Using Adjectives and Pronouns

◆ Write two sentences using each of the words below. In the first sentence, use the word as an adjective. In the second sentence, use the word as a pronoun.

1. many

   *Adjective:* ________________________________________________________________

   *Pronoun:* ________________________________________________________________

2. each

   *Adjective:* ________________________________________________________________

   *Pronoun:* ________________________________________________________________

3. what

   *Adjective:* ________________________________________________________________

   *Pronoun:* ________________________________________________________________

4. several

   *Adjective:* ________________________________________________________________

   *Pronoun:* ________________________________________________________________

5. that

   *Adjective:* ________________________________________________________________

   *Pronoun:* ________________________________________________________________
You have been hired by an advertising agency to write an ad for a summer camp for teenagers. First decide what kind of camp you will advertise. Is it a camp in the country, a sports camp, a space camp, or another type of camp? Remember to make the camp appealing to someone like you but also try to describe a summer experience for which parents would gladly pay. Describe activities, meals, and other aspects of the camp that are enticing. Underline all the adjectives you use in your description.
Writer’s Craft: Analyzing the Use of Phrase Fragments

◆ Rather than use complete sentences, writers often intentionally use phrase fragments to express themselves. Read the following excerpt from The Woman Warrior by Maxine Hong Kingston, then follow the directions.

To shut the door at the end of the workday, which does not spill into evening. To throw away books after reading them so they don’t have to be dusted. To go through boxes on New Year’s Eve and throw out half of what’s inside. Sometimes for extravagance to pick a bunch of flowers for the one table. Other women besides me must have this daydream about a carefree life.

—Maxine Hong Kingston, The Woman Warrior

◆ Underline the one complete sentence in the excerpt.

◆ Rewrite one of the phrase fragments to form a complete sentence.

◆ In the final sentence, Kingston points out that the previous phrases describe daydreams. Why do you think she chose to describe these daydreams in fragments rather than in complete sentences?
CHAPTER 4 Clauses  (pages 66–83)

Writing Sentences Using Adverb Clauses

◆ Write sentences about taking a trip that follow the directions below. Then underline each adverb clause. Include commas where needed in your sentences.

1. Include an adverb clause that begins with than.

2. Include an adverb clause that begins with even though.

3. At the beginning of the sentence, include an adverb clause that begins with because.

4. Include an adverb clause that begins with unless and interrupts an independent clause.

5. At the beginning of the sentence, include an adverb clause that begins with whenever.
CHAPTER 4  Clauses  (pages 66–83)

Persuasive Letter: Using Adverb Clauses

◆ Your local newspaper is having a contest. The newspaper will send the winner of the contest on a trip anywhere in the world. To enter, contestants must write a letter of one hundred words or less stating what place in the world they would like to visit and what they would like to do there. The newspaper will give the grand prize to the person who writes the most persuasive letter. Write a letter for the contest. Remember that your letter must be no more than one hundred words and it must be very persuasive. Underline at least three adverb clauses that you use in your letter.
A Writer’s Glossary of Usage  (pages 156–175)

Finding the Correct Word

◆ Underline the word in parentheses that correctly completes each sentence.

1. The junior varsity team has (all ready, already) started football practice.

2. (Accept, Except) for a few players, the team is in excellent condition.

3. This year’s team has (a, an) difficult schedule.

4. Their coaches offer the players useful (advice, advise).

5. All of them go (everywhere, everywheres) the team plays.

6. In addition, they teach the eager squad a large (amount, number) of plays.

7. Loyalty (among, between) the members of the football team is encouraged.

8. (A lot, A large amount) of time is spent in daily practice.

9. Players arriving late (affect, effect) the practice schedule.

10. The players meet (all together, altogether) before and after practice.

11. They stand around for (a while, awhile) listening to a pep talk.

12. It (ain't, isn't) long before the first game will be played.
A Writer’s Glossary of Usage  (pages 156–175)

Recognizing Correct Usage

◆ Add interest to this paragraph by replacing the term *a lot* with a more precise word or phrase. As you rewrite the paragraph, use a different word or phrase each time.

A lot of students waited eagerly for the first football game. When the day arrived, a lot of the ninth grade class met for a pep rally. The teachers advised the students not to wander around a lot. After cheering and applauding a lot, they returned to class, a lot satisfied with their class spirit.